
FEATURES
Programmable "overlay" sounds
Optional 60 minute shut-off timer
Simple push button operation
Advanced digital technology
Color LED selection indicators

Auxiliary jack, for
headphones or other devices

Distinctive Styling
Integrated Circuitry
One year limited warranty
Assembled in the USA

Advanced Digital Technology, timeless styling and ease of use come together in 
the Marsona 1288A Programmable Sound Conditioner.  The 1288A features 

exceptionally realistic sound quality and a collection of programmable “overlay 
sounds” to provide the user with a variety of combinations.  The easy to use 
Marsona 1288A provides perfectly controlled sound conditioning for masking 

unwanted, intrusive noise for a restful nights sleep or to add comfortable 
background sound where it might otherwise be too quiet for sleep, concentration 

or relaxation.

Choose from eight different "base" sounds and then program any combination 
of "overlay" sounds (from 0 to all 8) to create a personalized sound environment. 

The digital sound quality is so realistic that the user is “whisked away” to a 
setting far away from the hustle of today’s harried world. The sounds of surf, 

rain, or lake shore - accented by an occasional seagull, hawk, or owl create a 
tranquility surpassed only by "being there".

The Marsona 1288A features “user-friendly” touch controls and LED’s to 
highlight selected sounds.  Slide controls for tone and volume allow additional 

sound customization to create a sensation of “sound range”. The effect of being 
closer to or further from the source of these natural sounds (tone control) 

creates an unspoiled sound environment at home or at work.

SIZE:

SPEAKER:
WEIGHT:
DISPLAY:

CONTROLS:

ELECTRICAL:

Physical and Electrical Specifications
5.85" wide x 8.75" deep x 3.12" high
(14.86cm x 22.23cm x 7.92cm)
3” (7.62 cm) 4 ohm
2 lbs (907 grams), including transformer
Yellow LED indicators for "Base" sounds
Green LED indicators for "Overlay" sounds
Soft touch On/Off
Soft touch sound selection
Slide controls for tone & volume
Optional 60 minute shut-off timer
External wall mount transformer
(UL, cUL, CE, etc.)
Household current converted to:  9V to 12V DC,
300 to 500 mA, 6 foot cord (1.83 m)
with 2.5 x 5.5 mm power plug.

Marsona 1288A Contol Panel - shown actual size
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Programmable
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Large, easy to see, touch and slide controls make the 1288A very simple to use.

Mask distracting unwanted noises to allow 
better uninterrupted sleep and study

Mask conversations to ensure confidentiality 
or block out intrusive noise.
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http://www.activeforever.com/

